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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4073-Immediately afterward, some 
blades appeared inside the formation and dealt fatal blows to James. 

James was injured again. He cursed out furiously, “Damn it.” 

He knew this place would be his grave if he continued fighting. 

At that moment, he thought of fleeing the battlefield. 

He urged all his strength, raised his sword into the sky, and dashed out like a 
dart to break the formation and leave the Hopeless City. 

As soon as he got close to the border of the formation, a few mysterious 
words and patterns appeared before him. 

He thrust his sword into them, and they disintegrated like water ripples. 

James’ power was neutralized instantly. 

“What a weird formation.” 

James’ heart sank. He knew breaking and leaving the formation with his own 
strength would be hard. His only option to escape was to study the formation’s 
inscriptions and dispel them. 

Fortunately, he had learned profound Formation Inscriptions from Soren, so 
breaking the formation would not be difficult. 

He could break the formation and leave if he persisted in the fight for longer. 

James shot out again, repeatedly attacking the formation. 

As he attacked the formation, he studied the changes in the Formation 
Inscriptions. 

Several Quasi Acmeans slashed at him during this period, but James 
neutralized their attacks. 

James urged One for All, even neutralizing the formation’s power. Now, the 
only person that could hurt James was Tobias. 



Tobias summoned his Soul Refining Painting, wanting to trap James within it 
to refine him. 

However, James resisted the Soul Refining Painting’s suction force with his 
great strength. 

‘What a tough guy.” Tobias was furious. 

He no longer held back and urged all his strength. 

Tobias flickered around James’ body and constantly launched attacks. 

His movement speed was terrifyingly fast, and James could only see his 
afterimages. 

Tobias continuously flashed around James, and he injured James each time 
he appeared. In just a short moment, James was struck thousands of times. 

James took damage every time he was struck. 

After sustaining several injuries, James suffered severe trauma. 

“The strength of an Acmean sure is scary.” James took a deep breath. 

James realized just how strong an Acmean was. 

While fighting, James also tried deciphering the changes in the Formation 
Inscriptions. 

James activated his Time Path’s Power. 

Although the fight was ongoing, James could study the formation for a long 
time because of his Time Path’s Power. 

The battle lasted for half a day before he broke the formation. 

Many powerhouses landed devastating blows on him in the past twelve hours. 
With the addition of an Amcean on the battlefield, he was covered with 
injuries. If not because he had reached the Omniscience Path’s Seventh 
Stage, giving him unparalleled physical strength, he would never have been 
able to persist for so long under the besiegement of so many powerhouses. 

“Haha! That was fun!” 



On the battlefield, James’ hair scattered, and he was full of injuries. However, 
his aura was still very powerful. 

‘We’ll meet again.” 

James left a few words and quickly rushed toward the formation’s border. 

He instantly appeared at the formation’s border and casually waved his hand. 
Mysterious inscriptions appeared from his palm. The inscriptions submerged 
into the formation and immediately opened a passage out. He passed through 
the formation and disappeared from the Hopeless City. 

“Go after him!” Hutchin ordered immediately. 

Tobias’ expression was grim and terrifying. He scolded,’ Stop it! Do you guys 
want to rush into death?” 

 


